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4

No man In this community stands higher as a citizen and business man than Frederick H. Pierce.' 4
Enjoying the absolute confidence of all who know him in hit private life, as a man of unquestioned integrity, he has for many years been well known as one ot our most energetic and public spirited citi- 4
zens, frequently identified with movements looking to the upbuilding! of Las Vegas and its vicinity. He 4
v is not a politician, having devoted his life to a aulet business career, giving his best attention to 4whatever was entrusted to him. His veracity and trustworthiness are beyond question among his fel- 4 low citizens.
It so hapuens that Mr. Pierce was a member of the board of penitentiary commissioners, and its 4
chairman, during H. O. Bursum's incumbency as superintendent, and has intimate presonal knowledge 4
of the facts upon which
Hagerman's charges are based. In a recent interview with a rep- 4
resentative of The Optic it was suggested to Mr. Pierce that his version of these matters would be 4
f greatly welcomed by all fair minded people, whowish to know the real facts, in order that they may 4
give justice where justice is due. This he readily consented to give, and the result is' the following
signed statement, which speaks for itself, and is worth more to the citizen desirous of knowing the
truth than any amount of platform oratory:
4
.' "
,
Las Vegas, Oct. 21, 1911.
f To the Editor of The Optic:
;
I was a member and chairman of the board of penitentiary commissioners during the time that Mr.
Bursum was the superintendent. The bo'ard held regular meetings once in two months, and sometimes
every thirty days. Full and frequent reports were made to us at these meetings by Mr. Bursum. The' 4
f superintendent was appointed by the governor, not by us but it was our duty to exercise general superf vision over the management and affairs of the penitentiary. This we endeavored to do to the best of
'.
4 our ability.
After Mr. Hagerman become governor, he wished to have some changes made in the methods of 4
managing prisoners, of which Mr. Bursum did not approve; and differences arose between them grow- 4
ing out of this. Then the governor, without consulting the board of commissioners, who, under the 4'
law, were responsible for the administration of the penitentiary, brought an accountant from Colorado 4
to examine the accounts and make a report to him. No complaint had been made by the governor to 4
rthe board of anything wrong in the accounts or the management; nor did the Colorado
accountant 4
call upon the board for any assistance or explanation. He made a report to the governor, claiming that 4
there was a shortage in the accounts, and that Mn Bursum owed the .territory for money received 4
and not paid over. Thinking there might be some error or oversight in his bookB.'Mr. Bursum immediately deposited in the territorial treasury the first amounts claimed, .until the matter could be looked 4
up; and subsequent investigation conclusively proved that every dollar of the items making up thiSv 4
amount had previously, and at the proper times; been paid into (he territorial treasury, as shown by 4
the treasurer's books. Then further amounts.. were claimed, amounting to several thousand dollars.
This Governor Hagerman demanded that Mr. Bursum should immediately pay over. Mr. Bursum' insisted 4
that the report was not correct; that his accounts wereguot short, .n d asked for time to have them ex amined by some other expert, in order that he might answer the charges and show the real facts. This 4
was refused, and the governor notified him that if the amount claimed was not paid into the treasury at 4
once, he would cause suit to be brought for it against his bonidtnen. Mr. Bursum was at the timo 4chairman of the republican central committee in the midst of a campaign. Realizing the injury to his
unfounded, which could not pos- V
party that would be caused by the bringing of such a suit, howev-jhe did not owe the territory any- 4
while
that
Mr.
Son,
Bursum,
Insisting
sibly be decided before the dec
was
claimed
the
amount
amounting, with that already 4
attorney
general,
the
by
over
that
thing, paid
4"
paid, to upward of four'housand dollars. He paid this under protest that he did hot owe it He wai
then removed from his office by Governor Hagerman.
There was no way under tie law at that time by which the territory could be sued, or by which a 4
person paying money to the territory, even though under protest, could have the matter Investigated 4
4-in court; but afterward a law was passed during Mr. Hagerman's administration, and without objection
Mr.
Bursum.
circumstances.
such
under
brought
one
to
be brought by any
from him, allowing suit
such a suit The case was publicly tried in court, with the result that, after hearing all the testimony 4
that any one had to offer, the court found that instead of Mr. Bursum owing the .territory the money
he had paid, the territory owed him at the time over a hundred dollars, Judgment was given order- 4-traveliing the money he had paid to be refunded. During this trial the court) appointed the territorial
of the original 4
after
a
did
on
thorough
which
he
investigation
the
a
make
to
facts,
report
auditor;
ng!
entries, Invoices and vouchers, books of the penitentiary and territorial treasury, and sworn testimony 4
of witnesses. He was the official charged by law with the examination of the accounts sot county off- 4
He has proved himself 4
icers and private banks, and had been himself appointed by Governor Hagerman.
'
so good a business man in that, position, that he afterward resigned it to accept a better position with
one of the leading banks of the territory. His investigation lasted a long time, and was publicly car- 4
ried oh at Santa Fe, where every one who had any knowledge of these matters, including the Colorado 4 '
: ,
f
accountant, .was invited to attend and give information.
was
the
before
accounts
in
grand Jury of Santa 4
brought
In' the meantime, this charge of shortage
Fe county by the district attorney appointed by Governor Hagerman, and I was summoned as a wit- 4'
ness; From my knowledge of the affairs of the penitentiary, and investigation of several of the details :4
apon wliich the charge of shortage was made, I had become perfectly satisfied that no such shortage
had ever existed;- but that the alleged shortage reported by the Colorado accountant resulted from his .
failure to alio- credits shown by the books of original entry and receipts from the territorial trea'
surer, to which Mr. Bursum was clearly entitled; andialso from absolute errors in figures by the accoun'v
tant, which would have been shown at first if opportunity had been allowed to do so. One instance of 4
.this was an item of bricks furnished to the Young. Men's Christian Association at Las Vegas for. their 4
building, to which 30,000 had been donated, which at the usual price would amount to $210. It was
claimed that Mr. Bursum was liable for the price of these brick, whereas his act in donating them was
board, who thought that when Individual citizens in large numbers 4
f fully.. approved byof the penitentiarymeans
to the establishment and support of such a benevolent institu- 4'
their private,
bad(contributed
' '
; '
to
for
the
assist with some brick from its penitentiary.
was
it.
only
right
territory
tion,
I appeared before the grand jury and gave my testimony very fully. ; At the request of th district 4-4-,
Attorney, I made a complete statement of what I knew, and was then examined by him In detail
'
"
about a nuniber of the particular items charged against Mr. Bursum. As to every one of thes I was "4
.
able to give a satisfactory explanation, either from my own knowledge or from the books and records of 4,
and territorial treasurer. The result of this and other testimony was, that not only 4'
. the, penitentiary
,.
the grand Jury, but the district; attorney himself, became convinced that there had been , no shortage 4
v
whatever in Mr. Bursum's Accounts with the territory, and that the charges against him could not be 4
sustained. They were therefore dismissed by the grand jury.
4
A great deal has been said tn a sensational manner about destruction of books by Mr. Bursum. '4
x4 ,This is one of those reckless charges that grow by repetition, and often faster than the truth can over--4
take them. It all grows out of the fact that there was at one time a hook, not forming a part of the
regular series of acconnt books, called an Individual ledger which was discontinued after all :ve ac- 4
counts in it had been transferred to another book. But thi bop.' was not a, book of original entry at 4
all; and the fact is, beyond1 the slightest question, that no book of original entry of ibe. penitentiary ac- 4
counts was destroyed, altered or .concealed, up to the time when Mr. Bursum went ont of office. Every 4
fact, essential to a knowledge of the accounts of the penitentiary and upon which any report thereon 4
must necessarily be based, is shown by these books of original entry and invoices and they were found 4
Intact by the territorial auditor. Nothing that could possibly have been in such an., individual ledger 4
could have shown any facts that were not fully disclosed by. the books of original entry, and in- 4
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CROWD WAS PRESENT

TWENTY-FOU-

H. J. Hagerman, after having, removed H. O. Bursum from office upon manufactured
charges from
which he was afterwards completely exonerated by the court, was himself compelled to
resign from the
governorship of New Mexico by the president of the United States, for. what he called "improper and.
fraudulent action's in regard to the territorial lands. He is now trying to aid the democrats in defeating
for the governorship the man whose reputation a an honest man he vainly attempted to destroy. Comparison of, the public records of the two men in their official conduct is interesting to the ToterB at this
time. That of Bursum, as relates to the charges made against him, is shown to the satisfaction of
man by the letter of F. H. Pierce, chairman of the board of penitentiary
commissioners, published elsewhere In these columns. That of Hagerman Is equally convincingly shown by the letter of
the president of the United States giving the reasons for. his removal, which is printed herewith. By
this It appears that Hagerman as governor demanded that the commissioner of public lands should execute and deliver deeds for a large quantity of land, which the commissioner refused to do because he
considered the transaction illegal; (hat in the temporary absence of the commissioner he went to his
office, commanded the clerk to bring the deeds and seal' of the board of public lands to the governor's
office, where he, the governor, himself affixed the seal to the deeds, directed the clerk to record th .m.
and then himself delivered them to the parties interested. The clerk asked him to delay action for two
days until the commissioner could return; but Hagerman refused to permi the delay, although, in t:ie
.
language of the president "there was absolutely no .reason for such refusal."
Leaving out of consideration what may have, been Hagerman's motive or interest In thus doing by
force what the official whose business it was had refused to do, this transaction la another example of
the samearbitrary and reckless methods which he used against Bursum. He refused allow Bursum,
when assailing his honesty as a man and official, time to answer and disprove the charges which is allowed by law; to the most ordinary person accused of crime. Of these Bursum was declared innocent by the
court. He refused to wait two days for the . land commissioner to return, when compelling his clerk
to do an official act which was the commissioner's sole, duty, and which that official had refused to do
because he thought it unlawful. For this he was removed by the president. He now claims, as the only
way to save his face, that not only Bursum,. but the legislature of New Mexico, the attorney general,
the territorial traveling auditor and a judge of the supreme court who has been appointed for three successive terms by the president, were all engaged in a huge conspiracy to rob the territory.
On the public record of the two men, let the' fair minded citizen say for himself who. ought to be
'
'
'
believed.
Hagerman applied to the president to reconsider his action, and this brought out the following Irtter,
'
which was published at the time:
.. :.'
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In the fourth game of the world's
championship series, which had been
postponed five times, the Athletics today defeated the New York Giants by
a score of 4 to 2.
The American
league champions outplayed their
on all points of the game.
They hit Mathewson harder than he
had ever been hit in a world's championship game, and the hits came
when they meant runs. Bender, on
the other hand, pitched a steady, effective game throughout in no inning
except the first, were the Giants able
to bunch their hita. In the opening
the visitors scored their only runs
nd a aaerlfiee
or. a single, a trjyle
fly. Alter this ImjIi.s' thoy gotftorad
five hits. The loal team started alter Mathewson In the second inning,
when Murphy and Barry each singled.
'
fourth in
The Waterloo' came in
ning when doubles by Baker, Murphy
and Davis and Infield outs netted
three runs. This seemed to unnerve
the wonderful Mathewson. He was not
the same steady, deceptive twlrler
that the Athletics have batted against
in the other games. Mathewson retired in the eighth inning to allow
Becker to bat for him and Wiltse fin
ished the game with one hit being
scored against himv
The total attendance was 24,355, and
the total cash taken in was $40,957.
This was divided as follows: players,
commission
$22,1 HS.78; national
each club $7,372.26.
Today's game ends the players' .par
ticipation in th receipts. They will
receive $127,916.61. Of this amount
the winner will receive 60 per cent
and the loser 40 per centmen in each team are
Twenty-on-e
to
participate in the division
eligible
'
:
of the money of each club.
'
order:
The batting
New LorkDevore, If ; '.Doyle, 2b;
Bnodgrass, cf; ; Murray, rti Merkle,
lb-- ;
Herzog, 3b; Fletcher, ss; Meyers,
Matthewson, p.
Philadelphia Lord, If; Qldring, cf;
Collins, ib; Baker, 3b; Murphy, rf;
Davis, lb; Barry, ss; Thomas c; Bender, p.
Dlneen took his position as um
pire iback of the plate. Klem was on
the bases. Connolly went to right, field
,
and Brennan to left
First inning New York: Oevore
reached first on an infield single, Bender diverting the' course of the, ball.
but was too late for Barry to handle.
Doyle drove the first ball pitched to
right center for a triple, scoring Devorel Murray was retired at first, Da
vis unassisted. On Snodgrass fly to
Lord,; Doyle scored. The New York
rooters made the stands shake with
their yells. Merkle struck out "on
three nltched balls. Two runs, two
;
hits and no rror.
Philadelphia: Lord fanned on three
balls, tho first one being a foul. Old
Mathewson
rine also struck out
balls.
7
on
men
out
both
pitched
struck
Collins singled to center. Baker was
given a rousing cheer when he came
to bat. Mathewson and Meyers held
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The White House, Washington,
'
May

D. C.
1, 1907.

...

;
'
Dear Mr. Hagerman':
Mr. Gilford Plnchot has presented me your telegram to him in which. you ask that it be brought
to my personal attention, stating that' hundreds of people have sent telegrams, to the ' president
4
4
protesting against "my accepting your resignation, and stating furthermore that if my action in re4
questing your resignation is not revoked it will be A calamity to the territory, and that if I will reconsider this action you are positive I will see the Injustice and unwisdom of it from every point
4
'
4. of view.
This renders it necessary for me to write you very plainly. You made, as I am Informed, a
4
good secretary of legation at the court of St Petersburg. AU that 1 have heard of your prixate life
4
is to your credit. Furthermore. I believe you have done certain excellent things while you were
4
4
governor, and of course, I will permit nothing good you have done to be undone. , But I must add
4
thatjm the whole I think yon have been an unsatisfactory governor and that, your removal from
the
position is imperatively demanded. If it were not for my knowledge of your previous careen and
4.,
were as
standing in private life, and my consequent reluetanc to believe that your motive
your
(of
improper as certain of your acts would Indicate, I should have removed you instead of requesting
4
your resignation, I have not thought it necessary to go into any matters as to which there was any
4 - chance of controversy, and the' department of justice has been as anxious as I have to show you all
consideration and to resolve every doubt in your favor. Assistant Attorney General Cooley in his re-- .
4
,4 ' port purposely omitted, as he Informed me, the inference which he. believes ought legitimately to be
drawn from the facts, that in the land grant transaction, wherein I believe. your conduct was blames-worth4
you were actuated in your improper and presumably unlawful action, by your desire to se-- :
4
cure the aid of pertain democratic politicians, in a faction fight . I decided that in, this matter I
,4
as to your action in appointing six members of the
would give you the benefit of the doubt
4
legislative council to lucrative positions, although, there seems to be no doubt that it amounted to the
bartering of offices by you in return for legislative support. As for the hundreds of people; who have
4
telegraphed me on your account I cannot say that I have seen all the telegrams, but I have seen, a
great many of them. I have received' an even larger number from' persona in New Mexico who pro-tested agaist your retention in office, and have also received numerous statements that neither. set
of telegrams Is really spontaneous. There has been no single Instance in which the ' appointment
'
of Mr. Curry as your successor has not received, "hearty commendation.
i '
I found that it was not necessary to consider anything save Assistant Attorney General Coot- 4 '
4 ' ey'g letter from the department of justice. . This sets' forth the state of facts which your' personal
4"'v explanation when before me In no way relieved,-- and which makes it impossible in my Judgment to
4 retain you in office unless I am content to abandon all idea of holding public officers in New'Mex-icor indeed elsewhere, to any proper standard of official conduct This report of the department
4 '
4 of Justice related to your delivery of certain deeds to the Pennsylvania Development Company. It
4" apears that the grant of land was agreed to before you become governor, was on its face grossly
could not be completed save 'by your action,' made with full
fraudulent and that
'4
4''
knowledge of its fraudulent character. An investigation into the matter of these New Mexico, land
4 grants had been made by the secretary of the Interior and submitted to congress; ' Chairman of the
4 ' Committee of Public Lands of the House of Representatives Hon. John F. Lacey, on May i7,; 1906,
wrote to the secretary of the interior that the proposed .grant, would be a violation of law, the particular grant being, as the secretary of the Interior officially stated, in all essential respects the same
'4 as the grant you consummated'.". You state that, this document was never Officially called to your
attention, but It appears that you certainly, had knowledge of it when you acted, and It further appears that the commissioner of public lands, in view of the report expressed his unwillingness to deliver the deeds to the representative of the Pennsylvania Development company, Mr. Hopewell i It was
4
4 his business and not yours, and you could only act In his absence, though of course, you could have
removed him If you had "been willing to remove him, fof refusing to take" the Improper and fraudulent action, which in his absence, you took in his behalf. You, however, obtained a
opinion
from' the attorney general (the same gentleman whom the newspapers report as now organizing
4, meetings to, ask for your retention in office), which opinion, Mr. Cobley rightly stigmatizes as "an
absurdity," for as Mr. Cooley says, it is only explicable on the ground either that the attorney gen'
eral thought there was no absolute evidence of a violation of the. law, (a conclusion which It is to-- '
conceivable he could have reached or that you could havs reached) or else that as ther were diffi4
4' culties attendant upon the enforcement of the law you should go out of your way to vioiaa It You
took advantage of the absence of the commissioner ofpublio lands on official, business, i;. go your4
self with the attorney general, Mr. R.eid, to his office and yourself to comp.le.te the transaction. It
4
i
4
t Continued onPage Four)
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TWO
ARTICLES

The Lady and the Ca?

OF INCORPORATION

Territory of New Mexico. Office of
the secretary.
Certificate of Comparison
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in thla office at Ten o'clock a. m., on
the Twentieth day of October, A, D
1911; Articles of Incorporation of Romero Mining company, No. 6958, and
also, that I have compared the following copy of the same, with the original thereof now on file, and declare it
to be a correct transcript therefrom
and of the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
on thla Twentieth day of October, A.
D. 1911.

(Seal)

much experimenting on
of milliners, and many
on the part of devotees
of the automobile, the problem

AFTER

f the hat for driving appears to have
solved itself In a compromise
hat and bonnet shapes. The
Tell, which Is as essential as the bat,
la usually not fastened to It, but removable. There are, however, numbers of auto hats shown, In which the
veil forms a part of the trimming.
They are designed for long runs and
tours, not for short excursions. By
far the better plan for those who buy
but one bat of this kind is that of
wearing a removable veil. Such hats
re suited to other wear and, therefore, more practical tnan those in
which the veil Is part of the trimming.
Speaking of veils, it is too bad that
.anything so beautiful and beautify-lnshould be worn in an unbecoming,
.not to say disfiguring, manner. Wom-- n
whose instincts should teach them
better fie them tightly about the
lead, dipFslng with hat or bonnet.
And betakes themselves to ride when
the wind bloweth whither It listetb
(as usual). And they appear to gath- r more than the usual amount of
dust on their unprotected faes. With
an unconsciousness only blissful to
themselves, they join the throngs of
carefully groomed and beautifully
dressed diners in ttye fashionable
cafes and summer gardens, and are
blots upon the assembly, for a frowsy
appearance has no attractions, and
there is no gainsaying that women
g

.

must manage to look neat always or
lose out when comparisons are made
Little auto bonnets are most becom
lne and fetchlnc most Blmple and
not expensive. The Illustrations giv
en here show bow well the small hats
and bonnets protect the' nead and
face.
Why (In the name of good
judgment) should women go hatless
to ride, when they are much prettier
with their millinery than without UT
Three types of hats are shown here,
suited to the car. The smoothly-coered bonnet-lik- e
shape of velvet and
silk, with a velvet rosette, is to be
worn with a veil pinned on for mo
toring. It Is comfortable and becom
ing. an altogether practical affair.
The bonnet of silk braid with
miffed crown of velvet Is trimmed
with narrow bands of marabout out
lining the veil, whloh is draped about
it. This Is a beautiful model In moleskin velvet with natural marabout
and Persiaa braid. The veil matches
the velvet In color, and is long, so
that it may cover the face and be
wound about the throat, where reIt Is distinctively j an auto
quired.
bonnet, but an exquisite pleie of millinery as well, always an adornment
rounw soft turbaj
mall,
The
shown is of velvet with two sift and
flexible quills and a bead buckle. It
does not suggest the auto at all, but,
with the addition of a veil, prettily
adjusted, is s complete as the hats,
which are designed solely for motoring. This hat Is just the thing fur
those who ride only occasionally.
v

--

BOTTOM LEY.

JULIA

Feather Stitch

-

NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary of New Mexico,

poratlon shall be fifty (50) years.
ARTICLE VIII.
The directors of this corporation
6hall have the power to make, alter
s
ana amend
for the government and control thereof. The election of directors shall be by ballot
unless the stockholders represented
at any . meeting for the election of
directors may decide to vote other
wise, which they shall have the right
.
to do.
In Witness Whereof, We have here
unto set our hands and seats tnis
10th day of October, A. D. 1911.
MARGARITO ROMERO,
(Seal)
(Seal)
J. M. CUNNINGHAM.
(Seal)
H. C. de BACA,
C. C. ROBBINS,
(Seal)
W. G. HAYDON,
(Seal)
(Seal)
THOS. W HAYWARD,
(Seal)
H. C. SMITH,
Mexico,
Territory or N-County of San Miguel ss.
On this 10th day of October, A. 1.
1911, before me personally appeared
Margarito Romero, C. C. Robblns, J.
M. Cunningham, T. W. Hayward, W.
G. Haydon, H. C. Smith and H. C. de
Baca, to me known to bo the persons
described in and who executed the
foregoing Instrument in writing, and
acknowledged that they executed $he
same as their free act and deed.
Witness my hand and Notarial Seal
the date in this certificate first above
written.
(Notarial Seal)
i
MARTIN DELGADO,
Notary Public, San Miguel County,

by Edwin F. Coard,
Assitant Secretary.
Articles of Incorporation of Romero
Mining Company
We, the undersigned, citizens of the
United States, under and by virtue of
the provisions of an act of the 86th
Legislative assembly of the Territory
of New Mexico (Session laws of 1905)
Chapter 79, entitled an act to regulate
the formation and government of cor
poratlons, etc., and all acts amendatory thereof do hereby associate our
selves together for the purpose of becoming a body corporate for the purset
poses and objects hereinafter
forth, and to that end hereby certify
New Mexico.
as follows:
commission empires June 1, 1912
My
I.
ARTICLE
No. 6958, Cor. Rec'i
Endorsed:
shall
The name of this corporation
Vol. 6, Page 132, Articles of Incorpo
be "Romero Mining Company."
ration of Romero Mining Company,
ARTICLE II.
In office of Secretary of New
The location of its prinuclpal office Filed
Oct 20, 1911, 10 a. m. Nathan
Mexico,
in the Territory of New Mexico shall
Jaffa.
Compared C. F. C
Secretary.
be at Las Vegas, San Miguel county,
'
O.
to
J.
New Mexico; and the name of the
agent therein and In charge thereof,
NON- - LIABILITY
upon whom process against this cor CERTIFICATE OF
Mexico.
Office of
of
New
Territory
poration may be served is, Margarito
the
secretary.
Mexico.
New
Las
of
Romero
Vegas,
Certificate of Comparison
ARTICLE III.
I. Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
The objects for which this corporaTerritory of New Mexico, do hereby
tion is formed are:
certify that there was filed for record
1. To own and acquire by purchase,
In this office at Ten o'clock A. M. on
lease, location or otherwise, any the Twentieth
day of October, A. 1).
mines, mining rights and mineral 1911; Certificate of Stockholders'
lands or' any interest therein in the
of Romero Mining com
Territory of New Mexico, and to ex- pany, Number 6959, and also, that
plore, work, develop and operate the have
compared the following copy f
same.
the same with the original thereoi
2.
To conduct a general mining
now on file, and declare it to be p
business, quarrying, milling, treating, correct
transcript therefrom and of
preparing for market buying, eelllng, the whole thereof.
exchanging and otherwise to produce
Given under mf hand and the Great
and deal in ores, mineral, and metals,
of the Territory of New Mexico,
Seal
thereof, of every
and the
the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
at
Mnd and description and by whatsoev on
this Twentieth day of October, A.
er orocess and manner the same can D 1911.
be done ?and 'produced, and for 'that
NATHAN JAFFA,
(Seal)
purpose to establish smelters, reduc
of New Mexico. ,
Secretary
tion plants, or other kinds of machin
Edwin F. Coard,
by
ery or plants used In the Handling, re
Assitant Secretary.
ducing and development of ore, min- Certificate of Stockholders'
eral and mineral products for marof RomerO Mining Company
ket.
is to certify that the underThis
3. To buy, sell and deal in, min
all the original Incorpobeing
signed,
'
ing properties and minerals of all rators who have filed the certificate
kinds.
of incorporation of the above named
4. To conduct a general merchan
themdise business in connection with the corporation, thereby associating
under the provisions
selves
together
operation of the mining business to be of Section 23,
Chapter 79, enacted by
carried on by this company.
36th Legislative Assembly of New
the
5. To issue bonds, debentures, or
Mexico, approved March 15, 1905, for
obligations of the corporation; and at and on behalf of themselves, all oth
the option of the corporation to secure
er stockholders who may become as
the same by mortgage, pledge, deed sociated with them and said corpora
of trust, or otherwise.
do hereby declare that there
6. And generally to do and per- tion,
shall
be no stockholders' liability on
form all other acts and things necesaccount of any stock issued by the
sary or requisite) to carry into effect
said corporation, and that all stock
the purposes and objects for which
holders of said corporation shall be
this corporation is formed
from all liabilities, on account
:
exempt
'
''"ARTICLE! IV.
;
of any stock issued or held toy them,
The amount of the total authorised except such liability for the amount
capital stock of this corporation is of the capital stock certified to have
Two Hundred Fifty Thousand
been paid, in property or cash, at
Dollars, divided into Two Hun
of the commencement of busidred Fifty Thousand (,250,000) shares ness. , ..
of the par value of one ($1.00) dollar
In Witness Whereof, We, the said
each. "The amount of the capital incorporators, have hereunto set our
stock with which this corporation hands and seals on this 10th day of
will commence business Is Two Thou October, A. D. 1911.
sand ($2,000) dollars.
MARGARITO ROMERO,
(Seal)
ARTICLE V,
J. M. CUNNINGHAM
(Seal)
C. C. ROBBINS,
(Seal)
The names and poatofflce addresses
H. C de BACA,
(Seal)
of the incorporators of this corporaW. G. HAYDON,"
(Seal)
tion, and the number of shares sub
"l H.
(Seal)
p. SMITH,
scribed for. by each are as follows:
THOS. W; HAYWARD,
(Seal)
No. of
Shares Territory of New Mexico,
Name and. address
County of San Miguel, as. .
Margarito Romero, Las Vegas,
New Mexico
.190 On this 10th day of October, A. D.
1911, . before me personally appeared
C. C. Robblns, East Las Vegas,
10 Margarito Romero, C C Robblns, J.
New Mexico
M. Cunningham, T. W. Hayward, W.
J. M. Cunningham, East Las VeG.
Haydon, H. C. Smith and H. C. ae
10
gas, .New Mexico
to me known to be the persons
Baca,
T. W .Hayward, East Las Vegas,
10 described In and who executed. the
.
.
New Mexico
foregoing instrument in writing, and
W. G- - Haydon, East Las Vegas,
10 acknowledged that they executed, the
New Mexico . ...
same as their free act and deed.
H.- C Smith East Las Vegas,
Witness my hand and Notarial Seal
- New. Mexico
10
. . ....
the date In this certificate first above
H.r C. de Baca, Las Vegaa
'
;
:, ;
10 written.
Xew Mexico
The aggregate of such subscriptions (Notarial Seal)
MARTIN DELGADO,
being Two Thousand ($2,000) Dollars,
the amount of the capital stock with Notary Public, San Miguel County,
which this corporation will commence
New Mexico,
business.
My commission expires June 1, 1912.
No. 6959, Cor. Rec'd.
ARTICLE VI.
Endorsed:
The term of existence of thla cor- - Vol, 6, Page 132; Certificate of Stock- -
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Corsets

"Glove-Fitting- "

were the first made in
Thee famous corsetshave
shown their apprecw-the-

m

and our women
for more than fifty years by their
demand.
both the stout and
We have the new models for
.fender figure,.
An-fnc-

ever-increasi-

1 BON TON

Non-Rustab-

Corsets

le

truest expresbiun oi
the
achievement
he
highest
every coret virtue
wearer o the BON
Every
of
corsetry
modern
art
of wealth of sty e,
TON Corset is a proud possessor We
have all models.
and
symmetry
comfort
health,
$6-50
$3.00 to
B.m Ton Corsets are the
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Corsets

e

Corsets meet the uniThe Nemo
are
a
at
corsets
popular
.prices that
versal demand for
hard
and yet
comfortable,
and
tylish
wear every day in the year.
for a corset that
It is true economy to pay $2.00
and keep its
corsets
will outwear two ordinary $1,00
Corsets
Nemo
end.
to
the
shape
now
stock.
in
are
models
will All the newest to $5.00
$2.00
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IT PAYS

TO BUY

DVERTISEO GOODS
cause the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He h;is not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod-- ,
ucr, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

y

1

,

I

24, 1911

statement..

He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
wiii not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
,
gu'.! secure repeat orders.
The
is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
'
advertiser's guarantee of quality. You arc justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods,
however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
nv v have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
m r ey in telling others ot their goodness.
.aK-rttsin-

i

.

it

holders'

to Buy

Aivays Pays

of Romero Min
Ing Company, Filed in office of Secretary of New Mexico, Oct. 20, 1911, I?
a."m. Nathan Jaffa, Secretary. Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
y

I
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Illustrations

I havt used

on dresses for children; 1 and
between tucks on waist, 5 and
on waist ana skirt a dots ids nam. Very pretty and dainty when even- ly worked. exchange.

1 I used

on flannel,

I

and

4

I.

FORAGED PEOPLE
OI4 Folks Should Be Careful in Their
Selection of Regulative Medicine
.

We have a safe, dependable, and
atlogether (deal remedy 'that is particularly adapted to the requirements'
of aged people and persons of weak
constitutions who suffer from constipation or other bowel disorders. We
are so certain that it will relieve
these complaints and give absolute
satisfaction in every particular that
we offer It with our personal guarantee that hv shall cost the user noth"
ing If it fails to substantiate our
claims. This remedy is called Rex-ai- l
Orderlies.
Rexall Orderlies1 are eaten just like
candy, are particularly prompt and
agreeable in action, may be taken at
any time, day or night; do not cause
diarrhoea, nausea, griping, excessive
'looseness, or other undesirable effects.
They have a very mlldf "but tfosftlve
action upon the organs "wltK which
they' come' In contact, apparently acting as a regulative tonic upon the
relaxed muscular' "coat of the bowel,
'
tb.ua overcoming weakness, and aidto more
bowels
to
"restore
the
ing
vlgirous and healthy activity. Three
sizes, 10c, 25o, and 50c. Sold only at
oar store The Rexall store. E. G.
'

vBoss Patent"
The LcstdSan Brs&am tat tti

ns--L- m

Handled Exclusively in Las
Vegas

V- -

Charles Ilfeld Company
New Mexico's
Largest Wholesalers

""u

ivcn uur competitors

i
purpose of furthering the social m.
1
Her
will begin a three
Blsnnes,
24. 1887. th
days' session at the University, of
daughter
or Princes. Henry
BaJ
Wisconsin tomorrow under the austanberg and granddaughter " of
pices of the extension division of the late
the
Queen, Victoria of
university and the' Social Center asEngland.
sociation of America.
.

ter movement

wTborr:

Paris,
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
American,
Take LAXATIVE
BROMO
Quinine

MARRIES AGAIN.
Oct 24. or interest

to

resident in Paris was the
Druggists refund money if fading) here today of Mrs. pan.
ridge

tablets.
it fails to cure. E. W.
nature Is in each box.

,

Spotswood, formerly prominent
GROVE'S sigin New York eociety, and
Count
J5c.
Schonbrun. The bride
0b
recently
Mrpar
talned a divorce from her first
has.
QUEEN OF SPAIN S 24.
WILL DISCUSS SOCIAL CENTERS.
Madrid, Oct 24. All Spain kept a band, Danridge Spotswood, an engineer, of Virginia.
24.
The
Oct
first
Madison,' Wis.,
holiday todajt In celebration of the
national conference ever held for the birthday anniversary og Queen Vie- -

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

TUESDAY,

OCTOBER 24. 1911.

THREE

Smith is a prominent young mining
ample, a youag Greek who had been
man and has Berved as republican
called to the, colors appeared in civ- A
territorial chairman.
ilian attire. He candidly confessed
That the democrats are sansruine of
that as it was raining and ha could
not have carried an umbrella if he
controlling the first state legislature
,
Is evidenced by the fact that there
had been in uniform, he had gone
TWMtlt rf wnman o Yiork- Till bicrnest
e
i
" ""y
are more than three times as many
home and changed his clothes. All
reached only through mothis
piness
same
the
have
for
the
new
United
States
recruits
the other
aspirants
erhood, in the clasoinar of her child
on the democratic side as within her arms. Yet the mother-to- fear of rain, precisely because no
on the republican. The most promin be is often fearful of nature's ordeal
young man hero has cultivated physi
ent of the candidate, are .Colonel H. and shrinks from the suffering1 incical exercises.
But for
L. Pickett of Tombstone, Eugene S. dent to its consummation.
Then there Is the language ques
of the
Ives of Tucson, attorney for the nature's ills and discomforts nature
tion. At least
remeuies, ana in Motner S)
Southern Pacific railroad, and Eugene proviues
Christians do not know a word of
Friend is to be fnnnrl a tiixlirtni
understand
Turkish, so how can they
Brady O'Neill of Phoenix, brother of great value to every
expectant mother.
.
the famous "Buckey" O'Neill, who TL Iis an 't emuision
their superior officers, who do not
xor externala
it
oiiy
or
ArmenlanT
met death in Cuba a. a captain of orr1 iraf irti frrrt nACArl
J
wa
know a word of Greek
Rough Rider.. The other democratic which act with beneficial and 8coth
But, above all, account should
have been taken of the social posiaspirant, for the senatorshlp. are ing enect on uiose portions or the
It is intended to
J. H. Robertson of Phoenix, M. system involved
tion of the new recruits. In the orthe system for the crisis, and
prepare
A. Smith of Tucson and H. F.
ganization of the Ottoman army the
selected
Made entirely of clean,
and R. M. Ling of Pvescott. thus relieve, in great part, the sufferfirst line of tactive troops consist of
malted an absowhich the mother usually
thoroughly
grain,
the
of
age,
The socialist candidate, are E. D. ing through
men from 20 to 26 years
lutely pure tonic stimulant that should Simouton
passes. The regular use of Mother's
Globe
E.
and
Johnston
of
second series of men from 26 to 2S, be in
Friend will repay any mother in the
every medicine chest widely of Globe.
while the reserves are men who are and
comfort it affords before, and the helpover 50 years.
for
known
favorably
The republicans have united upon ful restoration to health and strength,
more than 28. In the Inauguration of
r.,ff-- '. P.,m Ml WJu!rev u the onlv
f
Govern
the military service of
the
taxed
was
S. William, of Bisbee a. their it brings about after baby cornea.
that
John
by
whiskey
Mother's Friend
mans It would have been natural to ment s a medicine during ins apanun-Americ- choice for
representative In congress.
war.
enroll the youths of 20 or ,21 yaars.
.nXA TM SEALED BOT
The democratic aspirants for repre- d'rustllres1!
TU. .n!n
and to gfve the others up to 28
.
r
'.
t
all druggists, grocers and sentative are Mukford Wlnson of Yu- ,vvrue
ONLY
TLES
by
our
ior
three
summary Instruction of about
' book
or direct, ji.uu per large uum&
dealers,
free
for
months, but byuse It was desired Ths Puffy Malt WMakey Co, Eocieatar, N. T. ma, Lamar Cobb of Clifton and Carl pTfwrtant tnnt Ti
to call to the colors nearly an in
.If
John Halberg ers which contains much valuable
Hayden of Phoenix.
classes, to the material difficulties
of Jerome is the socialistic candidate. information, and many suggestions
of the innovation was added anothe.
of a helpful nature.
For each of the minor places on BRADF1ELD
REGULATOR CO.. Adaabu
that of the ' excessive number of
the state ticket, including treasurer,
which, however, will diminish,
when there will be only one class ft
secretary of state, auditor and at
recruits.
torney general, the democrats have
Among the Las Vegas men who are
Hilml Pasha, when he wa. granl
or more candidates, while the re- in Mora attending the county conventwo
comvizier, had( thought out a wise
publicans and socialists have named tion are Apolonlo Sena, Charles A.
promise. Td em oil all the nonMus
f
Spiess and David J. Lahy.
but one each.
sulmen classes, about 300,000 meu,
would have cost the treasury aomi
i.OOO.OOO
for arm. and equipment; to
call up the men over 23 t ear, of a?e
GERMAN-MILLE- D
would have produced a social iis
SE
ARE
turbance. He therefore proposed u VOTERS OF NEW STATE
CANDIDATES
FOR
LECTING
disnense from service the men ct 2?
Rrd over, nrovlded they continued to
STATE OFFICES TODAY.
pay the exemption tar which existed
w.der the old regime. This project
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 24. Men who
was abandoned.
lived from youth to old age in
have
on
recruit
can,
fairly vaj
Now the
terms, iget exemption irora tnree Arizona, some of them having resided
vears' service, and do only three in the territory for nearly half a cen
and
months, by paying $225. But he must tury, went to the polls today
ex
in
time
for
their
the
live,
two
otner
,nrst
the
to
escape
pay as much
branches of service. This means ai pressed by ballot their choice for gov
ernor and other executive. Judicial
together about $800, which only the
and
must
legislative officials. The occasion
and
it
can
off
well
afford;
fairly
wa.
the general primaries for thj
families
In
many
be remembered that
GERMAN
there are two or three sons who are nomination of candidates to be voted
Ari
in
election
state
first
for
at
the
liable to service
SECUNDINO ROMERO
SILVERWARE)
The attention of Italians through zona, which Is to be held in Decern
'
Sar
Miguel County.
of Las Vegas, Candidate for Secretar) of State.
Republican leader of
IN EVERY
COUPON
out the world is, for the moment, di ber. New Mexico, which was ad
same time
rected, not without anxiety, to their mitted to statehood at the
convention
to
the
held
as
Arizona,
are
it. The Christian communities
compatriots in the Turkish empire,
(EL
minorities, for It Is felt that should the trouble plan of nominations, but ., Arizona
no longer insignificant
direct
system
the
prlmar
would
adopted
Distributors
weakly defended by their patriarens. become acute, their position
be nuch. as to cause grave concern to and put it into operation for iht firs
h.it vital narta of the organism.
ex
to
the
large
to the new recruits their friends. Th nupiber of Ital time today. Owing
i .
nanse of territory covered by the new
who joined the colors in the spring. ians resident in, Turkey has been giv
and the remote locations of
the minister of war. Mahmoud bnei an at EO.000. though the official esti
of the communities the results
below
meny
thjs
words
in
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mate
considerably
ket Pasha, gave expression
be
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primary eleotlcns may
Tur
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to
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from
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Tur
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large
suitable
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manner.
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Mr. and Mrs. Simon Bacharach
left

this afternoon for a week's
trip to
Denver.
0. H. Van Stone, of
Estancia, came
in last night and w.ent to Mora this
morning.
Thornton
passed
through Las Vegas this afternoon
after a trip in the northern part of

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knowi how
and whythe man on
whom everything
depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every

the state.

Clarence Iden went to Rowe this
afternoon
on a business trip 'to the
any
Pecos country.
standpoint that you may
i
H. Pastor arrived last ntgnt from
tke. Tou may feel safe
his home in Hodges, Taos county, on
and sure if we fiD your
a business trip.
prescription.
t
Mrs. E. W. Sours and children, after a short visit with friends in this
city, left this afternoon for1 ' their
DRUG CO.
home in Mexico City. .
E. W. La Plant and E. W. Virdon,
PfaoueMain 3
after
short visit in . Las Vegas to
see the country, returned to their
home in Iowa this afternoon.
Miss Ethel Bloomfleld, iwho has
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Perry
Onion for several weeks, left this afA full line of Chiternoon for her home 'in - Takoma,
i .;C!ldren's. Misses, . Ladies',' Wash.
Charles 0'Mailey,: the electrician,
W. P. Southard, manager of the
Men's Uuder-wea- r- and
Boys'
Las Vegas Light and Power company,
this afternoon from a trip
single pieces or returned
to Denver.
.
'(
union
in plain,
Douglas Hoskins ' i and Lawrence
Clarke drove
this
Cherryvale
fleecelined, wool, wool morning to taker lanotices
of tha county
convention. They' visited a number
silk, cotton and silk. of
other mesa towns 'yesterday,
Alvin N. White? an 'attorney of SilCome in and price ver Cltr, arrived, V; last night and
Joined W. C.,McPonald in his
to
you buy Mora today. Mr. White' is the trip
demo
cratic candidate for superintendent
or not.
of public instruction.
Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Cunningham re
turned this afternoon from El Paso
where they have been attending the
statehood celebration. v While in the
border city they visited their daugh'
ter, Mrs. John H. Clary.
Phone Main 104
Attorney W. G. Haydon and Dr. F.
T. B. Fest, accompanied W. C. McP. S. Do
forget to Donald and party on their trip to
Mound yesterday and went
see our line of Ladies', Wagon
with them to Mora today. They will
Children's return to Las Vegas tomorrow.
Hisses'
T. H. Moen, the real estate man,
Dresses left this afternoon for Aberdeen, S.
Coats,
D., on a business trip. He will be
gone about a month during which
time he will' do all hes can to pur- the farmers of that 'section that
suade
BEGINS
GOVERNMENT
New Mexico is a land with a future
for the farmer and lana owner, TRUST PROSECUTION D. W. Lee,' local manager of the
Mountain State Telephone and Telegraph company, ; left this afternoon
for the lower Pecos. He will make a
ALLEGED LUMBER CORPORATION
connection between .the (company's
MADE DEFENDANT IN UNITED
8TATES COURT.
line and. the"' government line to the
Pecos forest' reserve. Heretofore all
24.
governThe
connections
ha? e &in Jwlth 'Santa Fe,
Oct.
St. Paul,
ment's fifth suit in its fight to break but this will jtoakevtas Vegas1 the ter- . lumber trust was
up the
States court here
United
in
the
begun
directed
against the foltoday. It is
Scalloped Oyttera i .
LumberNorthwestern
The
lowing:
Secrebr '.'Marion Harhmf)
Lumber
(Jteip
the
men's association,
.
.
- " "
U0M
taries' Bureau of Information, an mi- friable
cracker ,i JPjit a layer In the
in
fire
under
nis corporation already
of a battered
bottom
. . . ' pudding
. . .. dish. Wet
.
....
mwA
lure ut uj'Btcv- .njuv. a
another suit, against the "trust" Wim WKB a Jin warBwd.
t Nexti- have
mllK.
sllgrhtly
W.
Boyce,
aau
brought in Colorado; Luke
8prniciebitswun
layer of oysters,
of
and, lay
owner of a private detective agency and pepper, them.
then another layer
upon
at Minneapolis, Minn.; Who, is charged of moistened
crumos, ;anao no uitui
lumber
on
independent
with spying
of crumbs, thicker :than the.- - rest, and
dealers who are "said tp have violated
thickly
flfJ) I Cottolppe
the Lumberman them. il Stick Mti
.' . 1.
h trade "ethics:
a If In t h M
'hoiirMf the dlah be
Publishing company, a Minnesota oven, bake half
which the government setting It on the upper grating of oven,
by holding a hot shovel over It.
'
been the organ of the or
has
chargesi:'
- ;
"'-- ' 2 ' "'
'
section.
"trust'- in that
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from
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plays that appeal to the fancy of the
public. Polly, a dashing (bareback
circus rider, is thrown from her horse
while performing in a little country
town. She is carried into the home
of the village pastor, a young man,
who has her cared for. The girl is
nursed back to health by an old negro mammy. Under the tutelage of
the pastor Polly becomes desirous of
forsaking the circus life, in which
she was born. She learns for the
first time of the beauty of the Scriptures and becomes a devoted Christian.
As time progresses the village gossips begin talking. Some meddlesome
deacons evem approach fhe pastor
and demand that he turn the girl
from his home. This he refuses to
do. Then the deacons talk to the
girl. They tell her she is ruining
the pastor's reputation. Wishing to
shield him she leaves and rejoins the
circus, in spite of his entreaties. In
a short time the circus shows again
in the ylllage. Polly, wearying of
the ring but determined to stay with
the circus, refuses to perform In the
town where she is so well known to
many of the people. She refusesi to
see the pastor, who calls to ask 'concerning her. But "Mother Jim," a
rough circus man, who has protected
and care'd for the little girl stnee"" th
death of her parents, much as he
dreadB to have Polly leave the circus,
knows her heart is not in her work
and arranges a meeting with the pastor. The young clergyman assures
Polly of his love and she agrees to
leave the circus and marry him. The
pastor defies the meddlesome jand
hypocrite! deacons, and tells Polly
that even if he loses his position with
the church because he marries a circus girl, he can find other work to
do in the world for the Master. The
final scene is dramatic. It shows the
two lovers', standing alone on the deserted circus ground, watching the
wagons of the show disappearing in
the distance.
During the progress of the play
there was staaged one of the most
spectacular scenes ever witnessed in
a Las Vegas theater. The interior
of a circus was shown. Clowns, acrobats and jugglers were busily gjoing
through their stunts while nl the center of the stage a bareback rider was
doing thrilling acts on the back of
a bir circus horse. The circus scene
was so natural that one forgot for the
moment he was not perched on a tier
of wooden seats under a canvas "big
top" watching Sells and ForepaugVs
or some other big circus. Numerous
Shetland ponies and other trained animals added realty to the scene.
The cast and scene . settings for
"Polly of the Circus" were admirably selected and the play was the
high class production that the audience had anticipated.
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PROGRESS WITH JURY
M'NAMARA CASE WILL SET REC
ORD FOR TIME REQUIRED IN
GOING TO TRIAL.

COC'IERCE CGllISSION
ENJOINED

BY COURT
NASH- -

THE

RULING IN
VILLE GRAIN

itmi-wr.-ARIL- Y

"POLLY ... OF-T-

HE

emeus" was

vLoa Aneeles.' Oct. 24I Two tales
men, were examined and let go in the
first' tpn minutes or xqe ruiamai
murder rial today,. They. were. Emil
,Rambaud,rexcaused beaJuW of a. pos- .

siDillty tnat nwrworaing kuiiwitoju
of the English language" would be in-

sufficient, and Charles F. Binder, who
is not on the county assessment roll
and therefore is ineliglbe. The examination of F. J. Mullen, the third
talesman up, gave premise of last
ing longer, preliminary questioning
seeming to indicate that he was a
good possibility.
,

.li .

rw 94 a temoorary
was
granted today by the
injunction
United States conn oi cuiuluw,
.
commerce
.i.-- .
...jmo intoi-atptung amutj
iainn
in
the
coiiiuuaiuu b wv..
commisNashville grain case. The
from
sion's order prohibited railroads
rebilling
dealers
Nashville
giving to
and reshipping privileges
ed t dealers at Georgia points.
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PRODUCTION
SPECTACULAR
LIGHTED BIG AUDIENCE AT
THE DUNCAN.

With Ida St. Leon in the title role
of
onaotacular
production
tua
"
tut
nii.. v tha circus.'' which was
JTUllJ"
niErht
t the Duncan . opera
u
DUtCU loot
house, made a profound impression
on Las Vegas play goers, who, were
state
present in large numbers. To audiar
the
of
largest
n
vcm'
Albuquerque,
w
the situation briefly,
the Duke ence of the season greeted the best
rived this afternoon from
and was more
play of the season
City on, a business trip.
than pleased with the performance.
The story of "Polly of the Circus"
is the recital of a chapter from circus
life that instantly appeals to the
heart It is a story full of human
interest and a story that depicts the
Uvea and feelings of circus people,
as human
showing them to be just
and just as good, if you you please,
as those people who hold themselves
Grape-Nut- s
above association with persons who
life as a
FOOD
are engaged in the circus
'
profession.
of
the
of
"Polly
Brain
The real story
For Body and
Just as
of
love,
a
story
is
Circus"
I
..-r- -l
of the
o 'o a- Reason"
are the themes of the majority
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Capital Paid in

SET ASIDE.

Sealy Tuftless

TAKE

ATHLETICS

V.--

1

Cot-tole-

throw from Thomas to Baker. MaThe Box Score
L
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
thewson was given his base on balls, New York
th first of the game. Devore raised Devore, If.
4 .1 2 0 0 0
a lly io Lcrd and wap an easy out. Doyle, 2b.
3 1 1 2 0 0
No runs, one hit and no errors.
3 0 0 0 0 0
Snodgrass, cf.
1
Philadelphia: Lord was out at first Murray, rf. .........4 0 0 1 0
on an easy one, Merkle to Mathewson. Merkle, lb. j i'. .'j . J . .4 i 0 1 11 2 0
There are other mattresses sold
. J..,i 0 0
s
I 4 0
Herzog, 3b.
Herzog made a pretty stop of
'
as
cotton, but we know of no other
.'...4 0 2 0 4 1
hard grounder and got the run- Fletcher, ss.
which yon are offered a signwith
. .4 0 1 8 0 0
ner at first. Collins drove a single Meyers, c
'
. J...'. 1
1
0
0
ed
p.-to right Baker came to the plate. Mathewson,
guarantee that it is real cotton.
0 0 0 0 There are other tuftless mattresses
(Continued From Page One)
On the first ball he hit to right cen- wiitse, p. .f.':v.'..J:o
ter for a double, scoring Collins. Ba- Becker, . . ' . ATP. .'.1 ' 0 0 0 0 0 but no other is guaranteed against
i conterence
and it looked as though ker took third on the thron In. Murbecoming lumpy or bunchy in 20
Totals ....'...!'... .52' 2 7 24 11 3
to
pass him. Baker struck phy struck out. One run, two hits
hey Intended
years use. There are other mat-ircssBatted fof Mathewson in eighth.
ut on a wide one. No runs, one hit and no errors.
advertised for comfort, but
nd no errors. Mathewson waa" pitch- Sixth Inning New York:
Doyle
' " ' AB. R. H. PO. A.E. the Sealy allows 60 nights' trial to
Snod- Philadelphiallig beautiful ball having Btruck out was given his base on balls.
0 0 prove its comfort.. Yon can know
0
If. . ...i:'.V
three of the Athletics' hard hitters.
grass was called out on strikes, not Lord,
0 0 3 0 0 the luxuriousness of a real, high-grad- e
Second Inning New York: Herzog hitting at a single ball. On Murray's Oldring, cf. V.'i'A1;':,
'S, S 0
Fletcher sin- foul fly to Baker, Doyle was doubled coiiins, 2b. :!.;v.t:;.s
lifted a fly to Oldring.
cotton tuftless mattress only
:
1 2 4
3 1
J'.".".
.
3b.
Baker,
gled over Barry's head, his first hit of up' at first It was a very stupid play
on a Sealy. We're
by
sleeping
V '1 2 0 0 0
rf.
thij series, Meyers' high fly" dropped by Doyle and was partially due to bad Murphy,
sole
agents.
1
0
.
. . . .4 1
supply between
Baker, Bender and coaching. Barry was partly respon Davis, lb. .
.'.V4 0 3 1 1 0
Th6mas, but Fletcher was thrown out sible for the play as he made a bluff Barry, ss.
Bedding Specials
at second, Thomas to Collins, Mathew to scoop an Imaginary grounder. No Thomas, 6. ':.. T;. '...3 - 0 0 6 2 0
81x0O-lnc- h
.'
size, extra fine lawn.
Bender, p. . . . . .Y.V4 0 0 0.1 0 Sheets,
son rolled an easy grounder to Bender runs, no hits, no errors.
linen finish fine and firm
a
and was out at first. No runs, one hit
)Q Q
Philadelphia Herzog made a sen
32 4 11 27 11 1
Totals ..'V.:.
nd no errors.
sational pick up of Davis' hard groun"
42x36 inch size, extra good
Pillow
Cases,
:s
Philadelphia: Murphy drove the ball der and got the runner at first. The "Score by innings
value, regular price 13c. over the temporary bleachers in right New York third baseman was given a New York ...';v.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
XUL
Special at
:0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 x
4
Hold for two bases. It was the first
great hand. Snodgrass misjudged Bar Philadelphia
Comforts, silkoleni; covered, filled with
Two
base
hits, Murphy
Summary.''1
hit Murphy had made during the
val- - PO OP
ry's long fly and the Athletio short
, best batting, excellent
riet. Murphy took a long lead off sec stop was credited with a two base 2; Baker 2; DavisMeyers, Barry 2;
ue at $3.00. Special at....
ond end Mathewson, In attempting to drive. Barry reached third on Tho- Merkle. Three base hits Doyle. Hits Blankets, wool finish blankets, in
gray and
off Mathewson ' '10 In seven incatch him, made a wild throw to Flet mas' hit to Fletcher. Thomas died at
extra heavy for the
white, 66x89-incrln"on inning. Sacri
Davis first
cher, Murphy laklng third.
price, $3.00 value,
Herzog threw Bender out at nings; Wiltse; l
droped an easy. one in front of the first No runs, one hit and no errors. fice hits Snodgrass, Thomas, Oldring,
plate and was thrown out at first on a - Seventh Inning New York: The Collins. Double Jlays;' Baker to Davery, close decision, Mathewson to Athletics had hit Mathewson for ten vis. Left oh" Ibases New York 6; The "Bosse" Kitchen Cabinet
Merkle. . It was a pretty play by Ma hits, while the Indian had held New Philadelphia 8.r,: Bases on balls off
'
Look at them in our windows
thewson.
Murphy attempted to steal York to four. Merkle struck out for Mathewson 1; off Bender 2; struck
and
salesrooms at $18.00) $20.00,
Mathewson
Bender
5;
4;. by
home,- but Barry missed the ball and the third time.
Herzog lifted a high outby
1! 'Time-ljSunWiltse
down
by
run
was
Umpires
$24.00 and $32.00.
by Meyers
Murphy
one to Oldring and sat down. Fletassisted. Barry made an infield sin- cher singled to center. Meyers was Dineen behind 'the plate. Klem on
A Dollar a week soon pays for
field; Brennan
Kle.
The ball rolled along the left an easy out, Collins to Davis.
No bases, Conriolljr right
of them.
one
'
i
,
''J
left field.
"
fiid base line, Mathewson waiting runs, one hit and no errors.
on
for it to roll foul but it stopped
Fletcher
fumbled
Philadelphia:
vNow For Heaters!
W.. C. McDonald, Wm. Liller and
(he Una Thomas fouled out to Mey Lord's grounder long enough to allow
ers No runs two hits one error.
Our stock is simply immense.
the batter to reach first
Oldring Judge William McGill returned this
- Third
inning New York: Devore placed a pretty bunt down first base morning from ' Wagon ' Mound and $4.50 and up. Stoves set up free.
.lied out to Oldring. Doyle hit a high line and was out, Merkle to Doyle. Col- went to Mora by auto. The other
members of the party went crossone belween home and third which lins bunted and was out
by Merkle
from' Wagon Mound to Mora
Maker took care of. Snodgrass hit unassisted.
country
Baker again stepped to
this
a bounder to Barry and was out at the
morning.
Opposite Y, M. C. A.
plate and there were cheers, for
first. No runs,' no tylts no" errors him to knock fhe ball over the fence.
Snodgrass rounded first and was Four wide ones in succession were
hooted by the crowd in the bleachers
given him and he walked to first. Muras he walked to his position.
phy drove a hard grounder to Merkle
Bender was thrown and was out. No runs, no hits and
Philadelphia:
out at first, Fletcher to Merkle. Lord one error.
bit the first ball pitched to right field
Eighth Inning New York: Becker
for a single. t Lord. was forced a moIn to bat for Mathewson. Becker
went
ment later, Fletcher, to Doyle, on
was thrown out COllina to Davis, on
out
struck
.Collins
grounder,
Devore drove a
on three pitched balls. No runs, one an easy chance.
in all sizes and
beautiful Blngle to left Doyle stepped
':
very
hit and no errors,
forced
to
to
hit
bat
Collins,
Doyle
York: Murray
Fourth Inning-?-the
fiied to Baker. Merkle, after foulins Devore at second, Barry getting
reasonable prices.
fumbled
Baker
out.
Snodgrass'
put
for
the
a half dozen balls, struck out
and the runner was
second time. Herzog bunted, toward hard grounder
lifted a high foul,
at
safe
first.
Murray
first but was out by Davis unassisted.
which Thomas took care of. No runs,
Mo runs, no hits and no errors.
JOf'"i"
one-hi- t
and one error.
Philadelphia: Baker doubled to left
center. He waa given a. great cheer. ' Philadelphia: Wiltse went into the
JEWELER 'til
OPTICIAN
Baker scored on Murphy's double to box for the Giants. Davis was the
,
left The stands and bleachers sim- first man to face the New Yorker, a
ply went wild. It waa one and one, left hander. He was retired on three
a man on second and none out. Mur- pitched balls. Barry doubled to right
I' ?t
phy scored on Davis' double to right and went to third on Murray's return
: i'.
a
Ba
of the ball, which was a trifle high,
The cneering, which began when
ker made his two bagger continued Fletcher not being able to reach the
for several minutes. .There was ' a threw. On Thomas' hit to Hertog
conference and Marquard and Ames Barry was run down-- , between tibrae
' A
began warming .up. Davis reached and third, Herzog getting the put out
';
'.
';1;
.
;,
third on Barry's hit .to Hsreog. Bat;ry Thomas Went to second on. the play.
A;.
was; 'oif at first. Davis scored' on Bender out io Merkle unassisted. No
men,,'.'
s
'
'
Thohtaa pr
;l
Murray .Bender was runs, one hit, and one; error.
;
:
;
;
:.
:
":":''.
'J."Hi', v ;
out. at first on a plcK nip ana tnrow py
Ninth InpingIew York: ; ' Merkle
J
;
Up-to-dHorn. y Stylish and
FleicherL It was thelprettiest: play doubled to
right Herzog went out
of the game thus far. Three runs. on a
grounder Baker to Davis, Merkle
three hits and no errors.
Bffejf f& Your Cleaning and Pressin?
third. Fletcher lifted a fly
taking
won
A
.: fp'i;U V.- - "tr: ,
Fifth Inning New York:
"''''.''.
which Collins took care of. Meyers
derful ipiek up and throw of a slow
on
was
out
He
stepped to the plate.
603 LINCOLN
VDX DOLL BUILDING
grruuder by Baker retired, Fletcher the first ball pitched, Collin to Davis.
.
to
ball
.0oJ?ffrtcK
at fir?.t Meyers drove the
v
No runs, one hit and no errors,
right field for two bases. On a short
psBseu ball Meyera attempted to lake
third but was out on a beautiful
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irected toward pleasure's pursuit, and then is
' lost forever.
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AT SCHAEFER'S

STORb
AND GET A BOX OF
DRUG

PURITY GAUDY
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CALL FOR REPUBLICAN CONVENTION.
A convention of the republicans of
the county of San "Miguel, Territory
of New Mexico, Is called for the 27th
day of October, A. D. 1911. at 9
o'clock a. m., at tne county court
house In Las Vegas in said county
and territory, for the purpose, of nominating the following officers: ,
One senator from the First senatorial district
Three representatives from the
plxth xepresentatlve district, both
(districts composed of the county of
Ban Miguel.
Thee county commissioners, one
From each district of the county.
One county clerk.
One treasurer.
One superintendent of schools.
On sheriff.
One assessor.
One probate Judge.
One surveyor.
The various precincts of the county
of San Miguel shall be entitled to the
following number of delegates from
their respective precincts:
Preclntos.
Delegados
3
No. 1 San Miguel
7
No. 2 La Cuesta
8
No. 3 Las .Vegas Sur
5
.
No. 4 Tecolote
No. 6 Las Vegas, Norte ........11
12
No. 6 Las Vegas, Centro
2
No. 7 San Antonio
No. 8 Las Vegas, Arriba ..
. ....
No. 9 Pecos
No. 10 Chaperlto
4
to. 11 San Geronimo

WIGHT NEED
Old

THE CLUB LATER

Scotch Caddie's Reiort to tne
Golfer Who Got Out of "Hell"

Buoker.

J5he Optic

OCTOBER

24, 1911.

Estray Advertisement
Notice U nereDy given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
One bine roan horse, 10
or 12 years, S00 lbs, 13 hands.
Branded
C Y
On right hip
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to uiu
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 9, 1911. said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the

ifter last appearance of this
said estray will be sold
th4 Board for the benefit of the

tf.ays

y

owner when found.

This is a new one. brought to town
by Jack Pickard from the Mayfield
Country club on the links whereof he
frequently chases the elusive pm,
savs the Cleveland, Leader. It has to
o with an American golfer eoing over
Scotch links, attended by one of
those hoary caddies who only begin
to nourish after they are past tne
seventieth milestone. This caddie had
separate name, not only for each
hole, but for every te hazard ana
ATES for classified adver
bunker. And for each name he had
TI8EMENTS
reason.
some philosophical
cents
Five
per line each Insertion
DunHow far is It over to mat
ker?" asked the Ameiican, preparing estimate elx ordinary worde to a
tne. No ad to occupy less space than
for a lone drive.
"Aboot twa hun red an' teeny yarn, we lines. All advertisements charg
sir." from the caddie. "An' the bun ed will be booked t space actually
ker's name is hell. For once yere in, tot, without regard to number of
sir. ve'll ne'er get oof
words. Cash In advance preferred.
Followed the drive, which Drougnt
want
wasnt
the ball right where it
ed, and the caddie 111 concealed his
merriment.
Nothing daunted, the
visitor selected his niblick and by a
fortunate loft freed himself from an
unfortunate situation, landing easily
on the green.
'How about that bad place of yours
now?" he demanded of his ancient
coddle, not without a bit of exulta
tion.
Oouc'c Number, Main 2.
'Weel, sir," replied the man, "I'd
club
wl'
this
ye
advise ye to tak'
when ve eoom to dee. Ye maun
need it."
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t'oa of ma Columbia Is seen
by so
many and attract so much
attention
lauBa of
or modern men enacted on its shores.
Eighty Elements Warred
"When the world was In
the making,
the mighty elements warred each
with
the other. There were
earthquakes,
deluges, primeval 'storms and furious
volcanic outbursts.
And in those
strenuous and uncivilized
'man
' days
was a fiend.
The Pacific northwest was one of
the centers of volcanic action. The
Cascades were aglow with craters,
from which issued dreadful' streams
of molten lava, bearing destruction
to all they encountered.
Where are now the great and peaceful plains of the Upper Columbia,
along the TJmatllla and in the 'lovely
valley of the Grand Ronde, was an
enormous inland sea, filling the interior of the continent, and on the west,
checked and hemmed in by a rampart of hills, JuBt east of the desolate
plains .of The Dalles. Every winter
there were fresh volcanic convulsions
and fresh sheets of lava were hurled
forth to harden upon the
layers of fire hardened dalles. As ages progressed the eruptions
and earthquakes diminished in violence and frequency. And then came
a winter when there was none, and
finally there 'were two periods of two
and even three years when the west
era world was free from the g'ant convulsions.
BUt, says the legend, the fiends continued to war as previously; .despite
the peacefulness that seemed to be
coming to the land in which' they
dwelt. They were mighty monsters,
were these fiends, the mightiest of
their destructive weapons were their
tails. With these fearsome affairs
they could cleft asunder rocks and
even mountains, and wreak terrible
havoc among the ranks of their enemies.
Stoutest in aeart and tail of all the
warlike fiends of that region was one
particularly wise fiend, the Devil. Being of a thoughtful disposition, the
s
Devil had noted the growing
of nature, and perceiving it,
had more and more come to adopt the
ways of peace himself, despite the
this course aroused among
his fighting neighbors. In a crude
way the Devil was a reformer, and as

dia

!

HURT YEARS

!

ICO
INDIANS TELL OF A MIGHTY BATTLE THAT OCCURRED IN
THE EARLY DAYS

Those who travel today Up and
oown the great Columbia river
Valley
first drink their fill pf the magnificent scenery of this mightiest of western rivers, which well has been christened "the Achilles of rivers." Then,
if they bave a business
turn
of mind, which
if they
are
Americans,'' they probably
have,
their attention will
be directed
to the great economic improvements
that have been wrought along the
banks of the great stream.
Chief among these are the two railroads that follow the river. The canal
which makes possible water transportation around theCascades is another great monument of man's activity, while above The Dalles, the half
completed government work upon the
locks which open
the river from
Lewlston to the sea, presents a striking picture of enterprise and activity.
Also there is the uncompleted bridge
across the Columbia, the work of the
Oregon .Trunk railroad, which
will
supply rail connection between the
North bank road and the new Hill
line up the Deschutes river into Central Oregon.
All this latter work is near The
Dalles of the Columbia. How many
travelers interested in the present
day activties of railroad and canal
builders think of the vastly interesting history of this now active region
through which they rush on the mod-er- a

1

trains? For la not the great rivthis section, rich In pioneer adventure Intimately connected with the
befinnings of Oregon, but also it possesses a rarely fascinating legendary

er, in

.

history.

The legend of The Dalles, passed
down from the Indians, is one of the
most entertaining, and well bears the
telling in these days when this por- -

0

peace-fulnes-
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However, the Devil was equal to the
such evoked the scorn of brethren
without stopping he
emergency,
content to continue things in the way
smote
upon the rock with bis
mightily
done.
been
had
they always
taiL The basaltlo pavement yielded
Smote Rocks With His Tall
Now it happened that there was a to the Titanic blow. A chasm opened
custom among the fiends to gather up- and went riving up the valley, piercing
Down
on the plains of The Dalles each au- through the bulwark hills.
tumn, when the erupted lava had be- rushed the waters of the inland sea,
come agreeably cool and there hold whirling boulders through the narrow
a grand tournament, somewhat as the trough, and making a fearsome guard
collegian warriors of today battle up- between the retreating Devil and the
on the gridiron or the statesmen meet pursuing fiends.
The main body of the devil hunters
for recreation and wordy combat at
shrank
back, cowed by the obstacle.
the places of parliamentary assembly.
From these fiestas of blood and tur- But many essayed the leap, and conmoil the devil had absented himself tinued in the mad chase, now doubly
for three successive years. So when thirsty for the blood of the faint heart
be finally reappeared he was the ob- ed reformer.
'
ject of considerable comment and Again and again and more fiercely,
speculation. Every brother fiend real- smote the devil upon the rocky floor
ized that against his great strength with his terrible taiL A larger and
there was no hope of individual oppo- more awe inspiring cleft shot among
sition, And as up to that time the the rocks, and through it another
Devil had never become particularly seething torrent from the inland sea
hated, the idea of combined attack up- poured forth to block Ufe way.
on hlmi had not occurred to the others.
Still the leading nends were not ap- So the Devil approached, after his
absence, his massive and destructive
tail vibrating proudly. And he said:
"Fellow fiends, the earth. Is quiet
ing. Eruptions and earthquakes are
GOOD ADVICE
coming to an end. The elements are
we
learn
Cannot
becoming peaceful.
a lesson front them? Would .it not The Results Made This
Newburg
eb well for us to give up war?"
Glad
Followed
She
'
Lady
So spake the Devil, Intending peace,
Suggestion.
and precipitating war. Immediately
there! arose from deviltry in general a
Newburg, Ala. "For more than a
howl of hatred and disapproval.
writes Myrtle Cothrum, of this
"He would lure us to peace, that he year,"
place, "I suffered with 'terrible pains in
may destroy us easily," they cried. my back and head.' I had a sallow
"Death, death to the traitor!"
complexion, and my face "was covered
And all the legions of fiends united with
pimples. Our family doctor only
for the first time, made at the initial gave me temporary relief.
reformer.
A friend of mine advised me to try
The Devil, evidently a wise politi- Cardul, so I began taking it, at once,
cian, pursued a fablan policy, and took and with the best results, for I was
t6 his heels. And as he ran his heart cured after taking two bottles. My
was heavy withirY him, sayeth the mother and my aunt have also used
chronicle, for he had experienced the Cardul and were greatly benefited.
I shall always praise Cardul to sick
first bitter experience with reform. He and
.
suffering women."
as
over
he
The
nagged sadly
Cardul is a purely vegetable, persped
Ialles, toward the defiles near the fectly harmless, tonic remedy forold.woand will benefit young and
great inland sea, intent upon reaching men,
are mild herbs, havIts
some craggy position whence he could ing a ingredients
gentle, tonic effect, on the womanly constitution.
,
defy attack.
Cardul has helped a million women
But the foremost fiends were upon
back to health and strength.
him. They were a hundred to one.
Have you tried it? If not, please
The moment was critical, and all do. It may be just what you need.
seemed to be lost for the Devil, and
N. H. Write to; Ladles' Advkorv Dent.. Chatta
Term., for Special
reform appeared to be at the end of nooga MtdicinaCo..Chattanooxa,
Home reataeai
book
Jnstruclumg. and
fur women, sent in plain wrapper, oo request.
Its brief career.

HER FRIEND'S

'

.

1

Some
palled. Many took the leap.
succeeded In the crossing, others fell
and were
Into the boiling waters
swept away to a watery-- grave, or
crushed against the sharp rock walls
by the swift flood.
But enough of the bravest were left
to make a quick death for the devil
should they reach him. And the poor
reformer had Just enough time to give
one last terrific blow with his tired
tall Mustering all his demaining
strength, he struck the rock, end a
third crevice, mightier, wider and
deper by far than its predecessors,
opened up and blocked the way behind. And it left a mighty gorge
through the Cascades, opening a way
from the inland sea to the Pacific.
'
A few of the pursuing fiends tried
the leap. But all fell far short of the
edge where the devil lay panting and
exhausted. Those who dared not attempt the forward leap tried to retreat, but in vain, for they, tired and
without the rage' of pursuit . to
strengthen them, were unable to leap
the lesser cleft, and, falling in its rag
ing waters, also, were swept to destruction.
So perished the race of fiends.
And the devil, after due repose,
sprang across the chasms of hie making, and returned to his family. Each
year he brought his children down to
The Dalles and told them the history
of his escape. "
The fires of the Cascades burned
away; the inland sea was drained and
replaced by a fair prairie.
Such is the legend of The Dalles of
the Columbia, as handed down by the
Indians.
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HITCHCOCK
Amherst, O.,

TO OPEN BANK.

Oct 24. Postmaster
General Frank H. Hitchcock, who is
a native of this town, is expected
here here tomorrow to assist at the
opening of a postal savings bank. The
bank will be the first to be estab
lished in a third class, postofflce.

GenlloandEffGctiTO,
CMIFOroOAnGSYRUPCO,
In tfio Circfe,
cm even Pacftaa of the Genuine.
0
DO NOT LET AN DEALER
DECEIVE YOU '
f
-.

JO

0 11

V

2STT

M

I

OF

PRINTED STRAIGHT ACROSS, NEAR THE BOTTOM. AND IN
THE CIRCLE. NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKAGE. OFTHE
GENUINE. REGULAR PRICE SOa PER BOTTLE, ONE SIZE
ONLY, FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.

AT CONFERENCE
BISHOPS
Newark, N. J., Oct 24. Six bishops

of the Protestant Episcopal church
are here to take part In the annual
council of the Second Missionary Department, representing the various
dioceses in New York and New Jer-sa- y
and the missionary district of
Porto Rico. The council opens to- I
night and continues in session over
Wednesday and Thursday.
KENTUCKY

liJ

te

'

lot
Printing Boparizonp
the latest
the
i

best machinery and skilled
workmen to turn out job work in a manner that is sure to please you. A trial
order will convince you of the superior class of job work done at this office.
Is well equipped with

styles of type,

,

!

;jiir

J

'i

t"

'Ti'5JlJ"

dress by Dr. John B. Murphy of Chicago, one of the most distinguished
:'surgeons ii America. '
'

MISSISSIPPI 8TATE FAIR.
Jackson, Miss., Oct. 24. The eightM
annual exhibition of the Miss'ssipr
State Fair association, one of the
most notable exhibitions of 't- imd
In the south, 'Opened its gt
this
morning and will continue i;r,m November 2.

MEDICAL SOCIETY

Paducah, Kyv, Oc. 24. Many
prominent phvsicians and surgeons of
Kentucky are here attending the annual meeting of the State Medical
society, which convented today for a
three days' session. A leading fea
ture of the program will be an ad
.

rn
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Cau Fonr j i a Fig Syrup Co.

St Louis, Mo., Oct. 24. The annual conference of the Missouri division of the Daughters of the American Revolution met in St Louis today as the guest of the five lo al
The
chapters of the organization.
conference will last three dnys.

EES

ff
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as well as the entire country. If you would be
you must keep pace s
.with the busy world. You can do this by, reading the LAS VEGAS DAILY
In lis columns you can read all about state and national politics, the
OPTIC.
doings in foreign lands and interesting events in the world of sport. THE
OPTIC endeavors to, get for its readers over its leased wire the news of the
outside world, Through its local staff it keeps the people informed of what's
going on at home. Jf you are not a subscriber get your name on the subscrip'
.
.'x
tion books tonight. Phone Main a. up-to-da-

II

j

STRUP OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SPINA IS THE MOST PLEASANT. WHOLE.
SOtaE AND EFFECTIVE REMEDY FOR STOMACH TROUBLES, HEADACHES
AND BILIOUSNESS DUE TO CONSTIPATION, AND TO GET ITS BENEFICIAL
EFFECTS IT IS NECESSARY TO BUY THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE,
WHICH O MANUFACTURED BY THE

POSTPONED TO SUIT TAFT.
Chicago, .,111., Oct 24. To fit in
with the schedules of President Taft,
who is to be one of the chief speakers at the annnual meeting of the
American .Mining congress in this
city, the opening of the congress originally fixed for today has been post.
poned until Saturday.

TC j

II

Note t&M Name (jftfia Gouipan
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SYRUP OF F1CS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA HAS GIVEN
UNIVERSAL SATISFACTION FOR MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS ICj.MT.oy alcohol!
PAST. AND ITS WONDERFUL SUCCESS HAS LED UN.
SCRUPULOUS MANUFACTURERS Of IMITATIONS TO OFFER
INFERIOR PREPARATIONS UNDER SIMILAR NAMES AND ITtSmiAt.CTlWTKW,
COSTING TUB DEALER LES THEREFORE. WHEN BUYING,
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LOCAL NEWS
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MAJESTIC COOKING EXHIBIT

Regular dance at armory Wednes
day night

NOW ON

Home cooking and cleanliness are
tbe reasons for the White Kitchen's

Mr. and Mrs. East, experts from factory, will be "glad '"ia
soow you all about the M4JESTIC Come in whether you
want to buy or not.

Schoonmaker is local agent
for the Northewertern Mutual Life insurance company. ...
R.

Cr

B.

A

I

OVERCOATS
We

Dr. Hut has leased the house

Sixth street and he 'and his
ily will move in at a near date.

wants

at
Regular dance at armory (Wednes.
day night.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
the wood. Direct from distillery
Always get the best at Nolette's
to. you. At the Lobby, of course. - barber shop.

9
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THE STORE THAT'S
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ESTABLISHED I87B

K

.(Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Witteh are the
Try a dram of Old Jaylor bourbon
proud parents ef a baby girl, born to at the Opera Bar.
them this morning at their home on
.
Third street.
Home cooking and cleanliness are
reasons for the White Kitchen's
the
Attention Woodmen of the World:
V
popularity.
All member are' requested. to meet
estaV
at the Las Vegas Undertaking
'
Many Las Vegas people will learn
lishment at 2:30 o'clock tomorrow "to
with
regret of the death of Samuel
Thomas
attend the funeral of Brother
which- - occurred early this
Nenstadt,
'
.
Harrison.
morning at his home In Albuquerque,
Neustadt was a prominent, busiMr.
Not more than a dozen persons
inari of Albuquerque "arid recentness
'to
called on R. B. Schoonmaker today
a term as a member of the
finished
take op the bargain advertised last ly
council.
His death came after
city,
should
night "at $220 which figlires
eu'stadt was
Mr.
a
,Ulnes
bri,ef
have been $2,200 of course iA bar
to a, Las
several
married
ago
years
I
gain at that.
Vegjas young" woman, Miss Sadie
' With' their one son she
,of Holsman.
Attention; ' Fraternal Order
Funerat arrangements
him.
survives'
Eagles: All members' are requested
.been
vnot
completed.;-.-- :
have
Undertakmeet
at the Las Vegas!
to
ing .establishment at 2:30 o'clock toThe brick and concrete . work on
morrow, afternoon to i attend, the fulks" new club house is Feveral
the
neral of Brother Tom Harrison.
feet high and the stone masons are
stone
The funeral of Thomas Harrison now ,at work setting the brown cere-- ,
table.'
water
. If all goes well the
tomorrow
afternoon at
will be held
cornerstone
2:30 o'clock at the chapel of the La-- monies of fsetting the
29. Ar
October
held
be
will
Sunday,
sr.
Vegas Undertaking) company. ,, Re
now in the
are
for
this
rangements
JV S. Moore of St. Paul's Memorial
hands of a committee which will
Episcopal church will officiate. Tho
I
burial will occur in ' the Odd Fel make its report to the Elks tonight.
and the
steel
arrived
of
ha
the
Some
lows' cemetery.
work will be pushed as rapidly as
possible. Good weather will see the
St. Louis, Oct. 18, 1911.
walls
up and the roof on by ChristTo Whom It May Concern :
mas.
Without the best of weather,
Bankers, merchants and the geiaccomeral public are hereby noticed not to however, this can not be
plished.
give credit directly, or indirectly, to
my son, Murray Carleton, junior, as
Last night at a meeting of the col
will not pay any debt he may con
voters of this city, held at the
ored
tract, any statement he may make to
E. church, the Colored RepubA.
M.
the contrary notwithstanding. Mur
lican club of Greater Las Vegas was
Carleton.
ray
formed. About 20 enthusiastic voters
and the plan of
John J. HasRley, the alleged forgor, attended the meeting
commendation
met
with
the
club
the
was brought in from Trinidad yester
all. T. O. Mason, a prominent col
of
Sheriff
day by Deputy
Henry Sena,
and a
who went to 'that place Sunday. Ho ored citizen of Albuquerque,
addressed the meet
of
others'
number
was given a hearing before Judge 1.
Mr. Mason, . In his talk, de
R. Murray yesterday and pleaded not ing.
the blue ballot amendment.
nounced
guilty, asking for a continuance,
will
all In his power to induce
do
and
which was granted by the court.
colored people to vote against it.
the
Haskley will be brought before ihe
of the A.
court again tomorrow morning at Rev. W. H. Prince, pastor
A. Shelby, I. A.
M.
E.
church,
10:30 o'clock at which time his case
and others addressed the meetwill be decided.
number of women were presA
ing.
all showed interest in the
and
ent,
PIANO BUYERS!
of the new state. After the
affairs
Write NOW to the Knight-Camrefreshments were servcl in
bell Music Co., Denver, Colorado, for meeting
church
the
parlors.
their illustrated catalogue, prices and
terms, and big list of special bargains
in slightly used pianos and player-piano,
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First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico

N

First National Bank Building,
N

Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President

E.

--

-,

Cashier

HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

-

A-

D." RAYNOLDS.

-

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.
A
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Our Pride Flour

i
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I

Chop

The Clothes

;

jYou Bread

Bran

a

I
t

We desire that ALL- Las
Vegas ladies give us their
names and addresses by
phone, mail or in person,
that we may have mailed
to each,' direct from the
publishers one of Walter
Baker & Co's. Recipe
books of chocolate and cocoa recipes by Mrs. Parloa
e
and
candy recipes by Mrs. Janet M
Kenziehfll.
;;
Something you will all appreciate. '; ; -

to Wash

-

Shorts

t
I
s

I

t
t

i

and all kinds of Grain,, Hay
and Alfalfa at ?

Las Vegas RoLLEKiMMs

and iron are the fiat pieces,
the big . and heavy counter-- ,
panes, sheets, tablecloths, bolster cases, pillow cases, ' etc.,
and the innumerable small
pieces" that take .up so much
time, the napkins,, towels, rags,
.

-

home-mad-

Phone Main 131

,

;

,

t
l
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Coffqe Will Advance in Price

GROCER.

V:

"

'
y-

Why bother with them?' We
'
satisf actoHiy,v
do these
, will
,
and
;cheanly,
quickly
A few cents a piece is the
charge.

Las
-

.

i

Laundry
.617

Douglas

Buy Now

-

"HASBEEN-NEVERSWEA-

.After the practice hist night the
Normal lineup for the game with the

"Haabeens and Neversweats" was de-In the Normal squad
upon.
there are about. 20 promising; candi
dates and it was no easy job to cull
out 11 men from these. The Normal
team has been .materially . strength
ened by the addition of Orrin Blood,
who has entered the night school
there. The Normal's opponents had
Blood down on their lineup, but since
then he has started in school and is
eligible for the Normal team. Blood
will play end for the Normalites in
tomorrow's , game and Tom Beritley'
will be his mate at the other end. Sol:
bmon Gallegos will play left tackle,
arid O. A. Larrazolo, jr., right tackle;
A. Comstock, left guard, and Mike
Esquibel, right guard; Carl Ellis, one
of the fastest backs in the state, will
be at right half for the Normals; H.
Koogler, left half, and Ted Hayward
will play full back. Douglas Hoskins
will run the team from the quarter
position. Every man in the Normal's
lineup is fast and the team will average about. 150 pounds.
"
The only change in the
lineup is that W. C. Dennis
will play in the place vacated by
Biood:, Captain Clark fears his sig- nals are in the hands of the school
boys and secret practice will be held
tonight to change them and go
through a number of trick formations.
None but those with the pass word
will be admitted to the armory this
evening, as the 'practice will be closed
to all outsiders. The game will be
called tomorrow afternoon at 3:15
o'clock. The admission charsed is
small and the game will be worth
the price. This,' game will help put
the normal team in condition for the
game Saturday afternoon ylth the
University boys at Albuquerque and
will also decide the championship of
the city.

The fad that we handle
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makes our store the logical trading place for the man who
wants to dress right

::ztim e n b e rq e r
44A

.

SQUARE DEAL';

For? Eighteen Cents:
.

"you can have a twenty candle
power lamp burn forty hours.
It's cheaper than oil lamps.
Then too, it's better service.
No odorNo dirty hands No
chimneys to clean. Let us
tell you ' of. the house wiring
on payments.

Las Vegas Light tvnd
Power Co.

"Has-beens'-

Why Rent a Furnished House?
Did it ever occur to you that you are
paying $5.00 to $10.00 a month extra

rent on a furniture

I

investment

of

$50.00 and not more than $100.00?
,We will sell you the
will be yours.

furnirure on these terms and then it

talk to us about it today.

Come in and
M'DONALD TO ADDRESS

Ex-

Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes
,.

'

"

'

AND
BUNCH TO
PLAY TOMORROW.
BOYS

the.

Latest Thing.

GAME

NORMAL

Speaking on the subject "The Elements of Success," W. C. McDonald,
democratic candidate for governor of
New Mexico, will address the students of the Normal Wednesday
morning at 11:15 o'clock. The public
to be present. At the
is invited
request of president . Frank H. H.
iRobetfts and the members of the
board of regents Mr. McDonald consented to speak., He will not speak
along political lines. " Later during
the campaign a prominent republican
also
the students,
will address
on
a
Bubject.
speaking
.

J.C JOHNSEN & SON
Complete Furnishers of

R. litis

the Home"

For Sede

350 Head of Rambouillct and Delaine Merino Rams
These rams are specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeder in the United States. We have had them at
onrranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shep for service
thisfall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station. Shoemaker, and show them the rams. ,
f
v
jpor further particulars address;
.

'

,.

.

.

J

,
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Given Away

Shemvker.

:

N. M.

Probate Qerk Tito Melendes.
Probate Judge Eliseo Pacheco.
Surveyor R. K. Odell.
tion the republican of Mora county
Assessor J. D. Medina.
"o'clock this morning
J D. Medina of Wagon' Mound was
adjourned'at
after having selected a strong ticket elected chairman of the couutr cen
There was much -- enthusiasm during tral commlttiee.
the sessions, which tegan yesterday
morning and continued during the entire day and the greater portion of The democrats of Precinct 29 held
the night During the closing hours their primary last
night in the rooms
speeches were. made by Governor Wil- of the democratic and progressive re
liam J. Mills, David J. Leahy, Charles publican eiub on Douglas avenue and
W. G. Ward, Charles "A. Splees and O. selected
delegates to the county con
"
A. Larrazoio of Las Vegas.
vention of their party, which will be
tomorrow. . Plftv two dele
Following is the entire county tick held
et: ...
gates, each with one-haa vote were
..
chosen,
Senator, Mora and San Miguel
Juan Navarro,
Kansas City, Oct 24. No trainmen
Representatives Bias Sanchez and
'
Marcelino Martinez.
will Join he shopmen's strike now in
fores on the Harrjman lines, declared
Sheriff Patricio Sanchez.
William C. Lee, of Cleveland, O., presiTreasurer John Strong,
dent of the Brotherhood of Railway
School
Superintendent Rev. Ma- Trainmen here today.
nuel Madrid. , - .
Mora, N. M., Oct 24. FoIloTrtng a
long but. entireiy( harmonious conven-

FREE
with each $1.00

Cash Purchase

P. Van Houten Co.

:

'l MORA COUNTY CONTENTION

,

Veas Steam

Phone Main 81,

i
i

J. 0. STEARNS

etc.
6
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Fresh Apple
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FLOWER POTS

We are Sole Agents for

2 inch
3 inch
4 inch
5 inch

Chase J& Sanborn's Famous Coffees

Pott two
Pots three
Pots 5c
Pots 10c

for 5c
for 10c

each
each

6iflchPotsl5cor2for25

The Qraaf

&

Hayward Co. Store
T

L

"

7 inch Pots 25c each:
ft inch Pots 35c each
10 inch Pots 50c each
12 inch Pots S5c each
14 inch Pots $1.25 each

A full line of short, medium and tail (or standard) Pots.
so?

to

PERRY ONION & SONZEUHR

(from October 15th, 1911)
Assortment in north window

s

"

BOUCHER'S
(Tbe CoRee Man.)

M.
Commissioners P.
County
The two children or Mr. and Mrs.
Hughes, Marcelino . Montoya, John David J. Leahy are confined to the
Gandert.
house with a light attack of measles- '

1A

